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Lord Crispin The Love Gift O'Neill, getting back from Jamaica, is bringing an strange present for
his meant bride, Pamela Courtney: a tender French slave via the identify of Peri. but if Pamela
and Peri meet, the moment dislike they encourage in a single one other reasons him to alter his
brain and in its place current Peri to his sister.But Peri, dedicated in actually slavish model to the
good-looking lord who rescued her from a depressing future, can't endure the assumption of
him marrying the shrewish and self-centred Pamela. However, she is either mischievous and
resourceful, and lays a plan to wreck the engagement, enlisting assistance from Crispin's
cousin, Jerome Harcourt. He willingly co-operates, having an eye fixed to creating Peri his
mistress ... Will Crispin finally admit his personal feelings, and retailer Peri as soon as more?
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